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Autoclave/Sterilizer Cleaning Services
AS THE DEMAND FOR HEALTHCARE IS INCREASING, SO ARE THE EFFORTS OF HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS TO MINIMIZE COSTS. At Duraline, we provide a variety of services to
ensure your organization is running as efficiently as possible all while keeping cost to a minimum. By
establishing a routine maintenance schedule, we are able to keep your organization running smoothly
while ensuring the safety of your patients.

Our services include
Sterilizer cleaning
Decontamination room cleaning
Sterilizer loading cart cleaning
Large-scale case cart and equipment
washer cleaning

Where infection
control begins
Daily, weekly and monthly cleanings are vital for
keeping your sterilizers running efficiently. However,
the difficult to remove buildup that occurs over time
needs to be removed to ensure the effectiveness and
life expectancy of your unit. A regularly occurring deep
cleaning, will remove the buildup of particles that have
occurred after continuous use to restore the life of
your sterilizer.

Decontamination
Room Cleaning
The decontamination area is the initial location removing
bioburden from soiled equipment. As the initial epicenter
of cleaning, the room itself is often in need of an enhanced
cleaning. Systematic cleaning of the area removes
pathogens from surfaces however this cleaning is not always
as thorough. An enhanced cleaning will focus on the areas
that often go missed and give a deep clean to the most often
used surfaces.

Cart repairs for both loading and case carts
Caster repair and replacement
Assembly of new equipment
Rust Removal on beds, IV poles, mayo stands and
other rust prone equipment

Why a Clean Sterilizer
is Important
Scale buildup reduces the efficiency of the heating
element causing the unit to work harder and
decreasing its life expectancy
Once the buildup occurs, it can render the unit less
effective in sterilizing, causing contamination with
sterile packs
Continuous buildup from hard water, mineral
deposits or old filtration systems to name a few,
can lead to blockage in the drainage system

With increasing safety regulations, yearly cleanings will
help your organization stay compliant with your units.
We will provide necessary documentation showing the
units cleaned and dates completed.

Rust Removal
Equipment corrosion can be a serious hazard in a medical facility.
When the protective outer layer of the surface is removed, rust can
begin to form creating a health hazard and a visual distraction. This
can lead to receiving citations during inspections.
A pre-inspection evaluation will allow your equipment to be serviced
and brought back up to standards before your inspection.
Our rust removal services will allow you to extend the life of
your equipment thereby saving cost on buying replacements.

Cart Repairs
Case cart and loading carts are an imperative part of daily
processing operations. With daily use the signs of ware will
begin to show rapidly rendering the carts less useful and more

Rust removal is ideal for
equipment prone to rusting
such as:
Surgical tables
Hospital beds
Stretchers
Case carts
IV poles
Mayo stands

Assembly of
New Equipment
When it is time to replace your equipment,

troublesome. Establishing a routine maintenance will keep your

we can assemble your pre-purchased

carts running at peak performance. Our maintenance will fix

equipment for you. Taking employees

both common and uncommon cart issues, such as:

Caster repair or replacement
Misaligned loading for loading carts
Stainless steel welding
Corrected door alignment
New latches
Whether you are looking to repair damaged carts or develop a
servicing maintenance schedule we can ensure your carts are

away from their main responsibilities
leaves departments vulnerable for delay.
With our assembly services you can focus
your energy on keeping your department
running efficiently.

Some Equipment We
Assemble Include:

running at peak performance.

Sterilizer Loading
Cart Cleaning
As loading carts are used simultaneously with the sterilizers
the buildup of particles that occur on the carts are often
a cause for concern just as it is on the sterilizer. Both the
sterilizer and the loading carts endure the same strains from
continuous use. Mineral deposits have a tendency to buildup
underneath each rack. The buildup can then cause drips on
the wraps below resulting in having to rerun a case. Creating
a maintenance schedule will reduce these risks allowing the

Scope cabinetry
Storage racks
Case carts
Loading carts
Hospital beds
IV poles
Other OR equipment
Track, stationary
and wall mounted shelving

department to run more efficiently.
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BEFORE & AFTER COMPARISONS
Sterilizers
GETINGE 733HC

GETINGE 433HC

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

STERIS CENTURY 16”

AMSCO EAGLE 16”

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

GETINGE 733HC

STERIS CENTURY 60”

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE & AFTER COMPARISONS (CONTINUED)
Decontamination Room Cleaning
BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

Contact us today!

Call: 877-561-0500

Email: sales@duralinesystems.com
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